


  

Listening 
Students will develop listening comprehension skills through exposure to various listening activities 
from fluent speakers as well as their teacher who will be using 100% Spanish language during 
instruction time. The students will listen to and interpret a variety of situations on various topics in 
Spanish; they will have the ability to recognize the variations that exist among Spanish Speakers 
throughout the world.  
 
Speaking 
Students will develop confidence and take risks using Spanish to communicate in situations such as 
expressing feelings, responding to basic questions, greeting others, expressing ideas and opinions, 
talking freely in the target language, asking/giving directions, describing their daily life and 
surroundings in a variety of situations. 
 
Reading 
Students will develop reading comprehension skills through exposure to sight vocabulary, pictures as 
clues to meaning, a variety of reading strategies (silent, group, pairs), cognates, decoding words and 
the use of a glossary and dictionary. In addition, students will be exposed to cultural reading, inclusive 
of authentic materials. 
 
Writing 
Students will develop writing skills through exposure to a new alphabet, spelling, and phonemic 
awareness. The students will write basic sentences, dialogs, compositions, creative writing, personal 
letters, responses to questions and directed statements on a variety of topics. 

 
Culture 
Students will learn to use appropriate formal and informal speech. In addition, the student will 
become aware of the daily life and customs of the Spanish speaking countries as well as their 
respective geography and history. 

Prioritized National/State Standards 
 

NOVICE LOW 
Interpersonal Communication  
I can communicate on some very familiar topics using single words and phrases that I have 
practiced and memorized. 
 
Presentational Speaking  
I can present information about myself and some other very familiar topics using single 
words or memorized phrases. 
 
Presentational Writing  
I can copy some familiar words, characters, or phrases. 
 
Interpretive Listening  
I can recognize a few memorized words and phrases when I hear them spoken. 
 
 



  

Interpretive Reading  
I can recognize a few letters or characters. I can identify a few memorized words and 
phrases when I read. 

Course Details 
Learning Expectations 

Materials/Texts  
No books, the course content will be provided in class. The materials we will use or tools that will 
assist in presenting the content material consist of virtual/online websites and applications. 

Course Content and Schedule 
February 01, 2021 - June 10, 2021 
Synch Classes: Tuesday and Friday 
Period 3: 9:15am - 10:30am 
Period 4: 10:40am - 11:55am 

Differentiation/accessibility strategies and supports (TAG, ELL, SpEd, other) 
Many of the differentiation strategies that will be used within the classroom may include: visual 
aids, flexible groupings, teaching to different learning styles, weekly tutorial, carefully scaffolded 
lessons, modeled instruction. Furthermore, any type of accommodation can be provided to 
students. 

Safety issues and requirements (if applicable)   
Students must comply with all safety requirements established by Franklin Campus and Portland 
Public Schools. This syllabus may be modified to meet the needs of a specific class or student upon 
teacher discretion.  

Classroom norms and expectations 
The students will develop the classroom, norms, and expectations in a collaborative approach. I will 
facilitate the process by presenting our Values, and the students will develop the classroom 
agreements, expectations, as well as their personal expectations. 

Evidence of Course Completion 

Assessment of Progress and Achievement 
Students will be able to read, understand, write and speak the content that we will explore in class.  
-Identify the topic and some isolated facts. 
-Understand simple questions, statements, and sentences.  
-Request and provide information by asking, answering practiced, and some original questions.   
-Present personal information about my life and activities,  
-Express, ask about, and react to preferences, feelings, or opinions on familiar topics. 

Progress Reports/Report Cards (what a grade means) 
 
Grades should be based on the student’s demonstration of understanding of the standards. 
 
Scale 1-4 Rubric 
- (DP) Level 1 or 1 point = limited, lowest quality, poor, beginning, unsatisfactory, not there yet, 
little evidence, needs improvement. 
- (CP) Level 2 or 2 points = some, basic, emerging, some evidence, fair, capable, satisfactory. 
- (PR) Level 3 or 3 points = accomplished, developing, proficient, constant evidence, very good, 
considerable. 
- (HP) Level 4 or 4 points = Exemplary, high degree, strong, advanced, displays evidence beyond, 
best quality, excellent, exceeds. 



  

 
 
 

Communication with Parent/Guardian 

What methods are used to communicate curriculum, successes, concerns, etc.? 
Emails, phone calls, virtual meetings 

Personal Statement and other needed info 

https://flipgrid.com/s/d2fdbc1c84f6
http://pps.net/student
http://pps.net/student
https://parent-portland.cascadetech.org/portland/PXP2_Login.aspx

